The effect of tomotherapy imaging beam output instabilities on dose calculation.
A radiotherapy treatment plan is based on an anatomical 'snapshot' of the patient acquired during the preparation stage using a kVCT (kilovolt computed tomography) scanner. Anatomical changes will occur during the treatment course, in some cases requiring a new treatment plan to deliver the prescribed dose. With the introduction of 3D volumetric on-board imaging devices, it became feasible to use the produced images for dose recalculation. However, the use of these on-board imaging devices in clinical routine for the calculation of dose depends on the stability of the images. In this study the validation of tomotherapy MVCT (megavolt computed tomography) produced images, for the purpose of dose recalculation by the Planned Adaptive software, has been performed. To investigate the validity of MVCT images for dose calculation, a treatment plan was created based on kVCT-acquired images of a solid water phantom. During a period of 4 months, MVCT images of the phantom have been acquired and were used by the planned adaptive software to recalculate the initial kVCT-based dose on the MVCT images. The influence of the adapted IVDTs (image value-to-density tables) has been investigated as well as the effect of image acquisition with or without preceding airscan. Output fluctuations and/or instabilities of the imaging beam result in MV images of different quality yielding different results when used for dose calculation. It was shown that the output of the imaging beam is not stable, leading to differences of nearly 3% between the original kV-based dose and the recalculated MV-based dose, for solid water only. MVCT images can be used for dose calculation purposes bearing in mind that the output beam is liable to fluctuations. The acquisition of an IVDT together with the MVCT image set, that is going to be used for dose calculation, is highly recommended.